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Consumer sees a “warning” about acai berries 
“Warning” is ad placed by affiliate on search engine or high-volume site 

 
Affiliate network pays 

affiliate commission for 
consumer’s purchase 

 
Merchant pays affiliate 
network commission for 

consumer’s purchase 

Convinced by investigative report and dramatic weight loss described, 
consumer clicks through to merchant site and purchases products 

Consumer clicks on “warning” and is taken to news site 
News site is actually an advertisement; site is owned by affiliate 

 
Consumer

 
Affiliate pays for placement 
of ad on search engine or 

high-volume site 

Goes to search engine and searches “acai,” or to other high-volume site 
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Consumer Report

Daily Health News

Shocking Results
In Our Special Report We Investigate Acai Berry...

"Lose 47lbs in 10 Days (Without Exercise or Dieting?)"
 

It sounds impossible right?

That's what I thought. So we at
News 6 Reports decided to
investigate. This report details our
findings.

Before we get into the actual
investigation results I want to tell
you how we decided to test these
miracle supplements.

To get started, I volunteered to be the guinea pig.

I poured over research for Acai Berry supplements. Studied 175 different suppliers. Only one supplier was honest, pure and brilliantly trustworthy
enough for us to use in the test. Their bottle of Acai Weight Loss has the most concentrated and purest Acai out of all the products we researched.

(And judging by reviews, they have the ultimate Acai product on the market).

Luckily they had a Free Trial Option. I quickly took advantage of the free trial and ordered a bottle for our test. By the way, waiting for the product to
arrive was kind of like Christmas! I love shopping online and from magazines.

 

Back to the report.

Here are the features & benefits of Acai Weight Loss...

Rich in Omega oils
Contains N-Acetyl L-tyrosine: detoxifies your system
High in fiber
Contains 19 different amino acids and proteins (promotes healthy body tissues)
Contains Barberry Root Bark: improves digestion, clears harmful bacteria from intestines
4 times more energy
Contains Chromium: Regulates blood sugar, Stimulates metabolism, Increases feeling of alertness
Contains Panax Ginseng: Improves immune system
Increased protection from disease because of antioxidants
Promotes Cardiovascular and Digestive Health
Contains Polygonum Cuspidatum: Improves appearance of skin when it binds with oxygen
Contains Cocoa Seed: Improves blood flow

Looks like the this product is packed with good stuff.

While doing research we stumbled across a lot of success stories that talked about using Acai supplements together with Colon Cleanse.

Colon Cleanse detoxifies while Acai promotes the weight loss. And when using them together it works 3 times as fast. It was easier to find a good colon
cleanse product because there are not that many on the market.

We found a company that proved trustworthy and they also had a free trial (lucky us). Their product is called Advanced Cleanse. So I ordered a bottle for
the test.

Doing research about Advanced Cleanse only brought positive reviews. Many people were experiencing good results by using this product. So I did a
little more digging and found the following...
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Here are the features & benefits of Advanced Cleanse...

Eliminate toxins that have built up over the years
Removes "sludge" from the walls of the colon
Removes harmful waste from the system
Gets rid of gas and bloating
Regulates the metabolism
Contains Ginger Root Extract: Reduces levels of LDL cholesterol (or “bad cholesterol”)
Contains Mangosteen Extract: reduces appetite, and purifies blood
Contains Grape Seed Extract: Stops cancer growth, reduces high blood pressure & reduces high cholesterol
Contains Rhubarb Root Extract: Cleans intestines, stomach, colon & bowel
Contains Bark Buckthorn: Hydrates and removes toxins
Contains Bark Cascara: Causes body to drive out waste
Contains Echinacea: Stimulates immune system
Contains Fennel Seed: Helps digest food better
Contains Parsley: Reduces water retention,
Contains Red Clover Leaf: Stimulates liver and gall bladder, can alleviate constipation

Putting Acai and Colon to the Test

Both the Acai Weight Loss free trial and the Advanced Cleanse free trial arrived within 4 days.

Both bottles had a months supply of pills. This was perfect because I wanted to do a 4 weeks test.

My 4 Week Test Diet: Acai Weight Loss + Advanced Cleanse

Take one Acai Weight Loss pill per day
Take one Advanced Cleanse pill per day

Was I able to lose weight while eating 3 delicious meals per day? Here are my results...

My Results

Week One
During week one I felt a boost in energy. I never felt like this before. It was definitely the diet.

I was able to get a lot of sleep and don't remember tossing or turning at all. I felt like had energy to spare.

Also, my cravings for food we greatly reduced. It's like I didn't want to eat. Magical!

By day 7 I decided to weigh myself...

I couldn't believe my eyes! The scale showed me 9 lbs lighter!

For the first time in 3 years I weighed less than 140 lbs. That's pretty good for the first week. But it could have been just water loss. I decided to continue
and see if it was actually fat loss.

Week Two

During week two I felt a lot lighter. I felt way less bloating and overall increased alertness.

My skin was clear and I even got a compliment from the staff here at News 6 Reports.

I managed to lose 7 pounds during the second week bringing my total weight loss to an unbelievable 16lbs!

At this point it is very difficult to deny the fact that both products are working extremely well, way beyond what I expected.

I must admit that I’m starting to believe that this diet is more than just a gimmick.

Week Three

During the third week my dress size dropped down 2 sizes. I lost another 6 pounds.

My energy levels are still up and my appetite has remained under control.

Both Acai Weight Loss and Advanced Cleanse have allowed me to experience what a true diet should consist of, immediate incredible results.

Best of all, my stomach is digesting food so much better. I am no longer bloated after I eat. I feel amazing!

Week Four

By week four my results are truly shocking; I lost an unbelievable 25 lbs since starting the Acai Weight Loss and Advanced Cleanse diet!
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Everyone who was as skeptical at the office is also in shock.

Using the Acai Weight Loss and Advanced Cleanse diet helped me lose a lot of weight safely and easily.

I am beyond satisfied with my weight loss!

My plan is to continue taking the Acai Weight Loss afterwards because it has so many antioxidants and vitamins that improve my skin and overall health.
My results are undeniably incredible.

I Couldn't Be Any Happier With The Results.

I Lost 25lbs in 4 Weeks, No Special Diet, No Intense Exercise

Conclusion
I, Jane Clark, have been thoroughly impressed. After being skeptical about these supplements I have been proven wrong. I am happy that there is a good
diet out there that actually works.

The Acai Weight Loss and Advanced Cleanse diet lives up to every claim!

We spoke to the manufactures of the product and arraigned to give all our readers free trials of the products so they could test it out themselves.

Listed below are the links. Go get your free trials now. Then come back here and post your results.

Good Luck with your weight loss

-Jane Clark

P.S. The free trials are limited. There are over 12,450 daily readers of News 6 Reports. And there are only 300 free trials available. So the companies
have asked me to say that the free trials are on a first come first serve basis.

Click Here For A Free Trial Of Acai Weight Loss
Use Coupon Code "ACAI1" for 3.87 S&H

Click Here For A Free Trial of Advanced Cleanse
Use Coupon Code "SAVE" for 1.99 S&H

Free Trials Expire: September 12, 2010

 

Read Responses For This Article

Leah
  July 08, 2010 @ 1:34am

Hello,

I am a 24 year old female. Height is around 5'9", and I weight 235. My goal is mainly to lose weight but to also get stronger and toned.

Will this work for me?

Deb
  July 08, 2010 @ 10:32am

I just wanted to post that today marks three weeks since I started on my program. Sunday mornings are weigh-ins, and as of this morning I have lost
exactly 16 lbs.

After many false starts over the last 7 to 8 years, I finally decided to approach weight loss using the acai pure detox and colon cleanse diet. And this has
worked for me.

I am recording my food intake and exercise daily on myfooddiary.com - this is probably the most significant difference from previous weight loss
attempts.
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I don't like to brag but just thought I would come back here and post my results.

Cheers

-Deb

Mary
  July 08, 2010 @ 4:17pm

Why not brag? You are doing excellent and you deserve the kudos.

Jay
  July 08, 2010 @ 8:58pm

Greetings to 'Bama from Florida!

Congratulations on your plan and your progress!!!

Good luck! Keep on going!

Jay

Wes
  July 09, 2010 @ 1:44am

Another vote for the simple approach and looking at long term averages rather than freaking out over one day not on plan.

Laura
  July 09, 2010 @ 9:09am

I say BRAG AWAY...u have lots to brag about!! You GO GURL!! HOOT!

Dennis
  July 09, 2010 @ 10:45am

I am so happy for you. GOod for you.
You deserve everything good coming your way.

Jenn
  July 09, 2010 @ 5:25pm

Hi Ladies!

I had a major breakthrough this week. I was always putting everyone else in the world first, then me. Well, I've gotten into the Acai + Colon Cleanse diet
and decided to do jumping for excersice. Well, I live in an apartment where there are no cement layers between the floors. So when I exercise, they hear
the jumping and such.
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Well, even though they are babysitting their daughters dog who barks at every noise, I finally got it through my thick head that I'm not going to stop
because it annoys them! I workout at 6:30pm-7:30pm weekdays! So it's not like I'm up at 5am jumping and such. I'm gonna do what is best for ME!!! I'm
gonna be selfish (in a good way). They cannot tell me what I can and cannot do in my unit!

Jenn

Mona
  July 10, 2010 @ 2:00am

I really thought taking 2 pills every day and cleaning my colon would impose on my daily routines, but they don’t! It takes just a few minutes and I
always feel amazing after. Thanks!

James
  July 10, 2010 @ 4:11am

My wife used both these products, as you advised, and the change in her is remarkable. She looks and feels wonderful and we are BOTH grateful!

Louis
  July 10, 2010 @ 8:23am

Hey, I read this blog a few months ago and you persuaded me to order the products. I just want to let you know that I’ve been using both of them and I
look and feel a million times better than before! Thanks 

Sara
  July 10, 2010 @ 5:45pm

Just started both products! I’m only on my first week but I feel incredible so far!

Diane
  July 10, 2010 @ 11:00pm

One day at a time. One hour at a time. One food choice at a time.

You CAN do this. And you're already on the way to doing so!!!

Marco
  July 11, 2010 @ 5:46am

good job!

Keep this thread updated. Staying accountable helps.
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Mikey
  July 11, 2010 @ 10:04am

Thanks for sharing the story. Just requested for the free weight loss products you mentioned. Very happy you shared it.

Stephen
  July 11, 2010 @ 12:37pm

I tried the colon cleanse thing a while ago and it worked pretty good but I didn’t know about the acai formula stuff. I’ll give it a try and let you know.

Mary
  July 11, 2010 @ 8:03pm

hey, welcome! Congrats on getting through the first day!

Davis
  July 12, 2010 @ 1:54am

This is amazing! I wish I knew about this 5 years ago.

Damo
  July 12, 2010 @ 5:06am

Thanks for sharing your story. I’m getting married in a couple of months and would love to get rid of some weight before then.

Thomas
  July 12, 2010 @ 1:13pm

Looks promising.

Wanda
  July 12, 2010 @ 6:19pm

I am really at my wits end with weight loss. I thought I couldn’t do it anymore, but this sounds like it could be worthwhile.

 

Post a Reply:

 Name (required)

 Mail (will not be published) (required)

 Website
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Comment 

Submit Comment

Jane Clark put the hype to the test. Was she able to eat 3 delicious meals while losing weight at the same time?

Does An Acai Berry + Colon Cleanse Diet Really Work?

We Conducted a 4 week test with the Best Free Trials.

4 Week Test of Acai Weight Loss + Advanced Cleanse

Step 1
Free Trial Of Acai Weight Loss Link
Use Coupon Code "ACAI1" for 3.87 S&H

Step 2
Free Trial Of Advanced Cleanse Link
Use Coupon Code "SAVE" for 1.99 S&H

*Using BOTH products simultaneously is the Best Way to Achieve Results

Free Trials Expire: September 12, 2010

Weather Feed

Weather Forecast | Weather Maps | Weather Radar
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Copyright 2010 © News 6 Reports. All Rights Reserved.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS CAREFULLY READ AND AGREE TO PURCHASE TERMS BELOW BEFORE ORDERING:

We are not affiliated in any way with CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, CBS, U S  News or FOX  CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, CBS, U S  News, FOX, and Consumer Reports are all registered
trademarks of their respective owners  ® All trademarks on this web site whether registered or not, are the property of their respective owners  The authors of this web site are not sponsored by or affiliated with any of the
third-party trade mark or third-party registered trade mark owners, and make no representations about them, their owners, their products or services

It is important to note that this site and the stories depicted above is to be used as an illustrative example of what some individuals have achieved with this/these products  This website, and any page on the website, is based
loosely off a true story, but has been modified in multiple ways including, but not limited to: the story, the photos, and the comments  Thus, this blog, and any page on this website, are not to be taken literally or as a
non-fiction story  This blog, and the results mentioned on this blog, although achievable for some, are not to be construed as the results that you may achieve on the same routine  I UNDERSTAND THIS WEBSITE IS
ONLY ILLUSTRATIVE OF WHAT MIGHT BE ACHIEVABLE FROM USING THIS/THESE PRODUCTS, AND THAT THE STORY DEPICTED ABOVE IS NOT TO BE TAKEN LITERALLY This page receives
compensation for clicks on or purchase of products featured on this site

I UNDERSTAND THAT THIS CONSUMER TRANSACTION INVOLVES A NEGATIVE OPTION AND THAT I MAY BE LIABLE FOR PAYMENT OF FUTURE GOODS AND SERVICES, UNDER THE TERMS OF
THIS AGREEMENT, IF I FAIL TO NOTIFY THE SUPPLIER NOT TO SUPPLY THE GOODS OR SERVICES DESCRIBED

* S&H charges do apply  Results will vary by person, and the special offers may only be available for a limited time  Some of the products described on this site have terms regarding continued billing after the trial period
ends  This is referred to as negative option, or continuity billing  Therefore, it is important to ensure that you are fully aware of the terms associated with each product before you order  To make this easier for you, we have
included links to the billing terms for each of the products below  Please keep in mind that these are separate companies and we are not the best source for information about orders or specific policies  Because these
companies control their own policies, shipping and other fees may change periodically  We have linked away from our website directly to their terms and conditions pages  The shipping charge is $3 95 for each product (both
Acai Weight Loss and Advanced Cleanse need separate shipping charges)

* Acai Weight Loss (the following was taken directly from their website): If you do not cancel within seven (7) days of the date that you enroll in the Program, we will charge the same card you provided at enrollment the
non-refundable one-year membership fee of $149 95 (“Membership Fee”)  Then, beginning about thirty-two (32) days after we charge the Membership Fee to your card and every thirty (30) days thereafter, we will send you
a fresh monthly shipment of the product and charge your card $12 95 (“Monthly Charge”) when each supply ships  You can cancel monthly shipments and avoid further Monthly Charges at any time by contacting customer
service  To cancel and avoid further charges, call our customer service line toll free at 866-426-1921  Live customer service agents are available 7 Days a Week 9 00AM - 6:00 PM EST  Upon receipt of your cancellation
request, you will not be charged further  If you cancel before the end of the seven (7) day trial period, you will not be charged the annual Membership Fee

* Advanced Cleanse (the following was taken directly from their website): If you do not cancel within seven (7) days of the date that you enroll in the Program, we will charge the same card you provided at enrollment the
non-refundable one-year membership fee of $149 95 (“Membership Fee”)  Then, beginning about thirty-two (32) days after we charge the Membership Fee to your card and every thirty (30) days thereafter, we will send you
a fresh monthly shipment of the product and charge your card $12 95 (“Monthly Charge”) when each supply ships  You can cancel monthly shipments and avoid further Monthly Charges at any time by contacting customer
service  To cancel and avoid further charges, call our customer service line toll free at 866-221-1575  Live customer service agents are available 7 Days a Week 9 00AM - 6:00 PM EST  Upon receipt of your cancellation
request, you will not be charged further  If you cancel before the end of the seven (7) day trial period, you will not be charged the annual Membership Fee
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HURRY! Limited to 1 order
per household

Why is LeanSpa right for you? LeanSpa’s weight loss system combines ingredients that
influence multiple mechanisms important for PROPER** weight loss, (loss of fat while
preserving muscle) with an easy to follow fat loss system.

Take control of your health starting TODAY! LeanSpa is clinically formulated with ingredients
designed to bring you back to shape by burning fat and building lean muscle. LeanSpa’s
ingredients also help to control appetite so you can feel full throughout the day. Additionally,
several of LeanSpa's key ingredients have been shown to: Promote healthy serotonin
levels*, Maintain Normal Cholesterol Levels*, Maintain Healthy Body Weight and
Promotes Normal Energy Metabolism.* It has also shown to Promote Cardiovascular
Health*, Promote Normal Insulin Function and Maintains Healthy Blood Sugar Levels*

LeanSpa is made in the United States of only the highest quality natural
ingredients each tested for purity so you can be confident in the power and
purity of our formulation.

Secure and Safe Transactions

LeanSpa is an all natural clinical strength dietary formulation which
contains key ingredients including a highly bioavailable (-)hydroxycitric
acid and niacin bound chromium which, combined with diet and
exercise, has been shown to:

The LeanSpa Weight Loss System is an advanced weight loss
system designed to work fast and naturally for Proper Weight Loss!**

HURRY! Limited to 1 order
per household

ENTER YOUR SHIPPING INFORMATION

First Name:

Last Name:

Address:

Zip Code:

State: Select state

City:

Phone:

Email:

By clicking Send me my trial order  above  I certify that
I have read and agree to the Privacy Po icy of LeanSpa.com

Acai berries are among the most nutritious foods of the
Amazon, rich in B vitamins, minerals, fiber, protein and
omega-3 fatty acids. Acai berries also contain oleic acid
(omega-9), a beneficial fatty acid (often mistakenly referred to
as essential)

Studies show that the acai berry is one of the most nutritious
foods in the world. Acai pulp contains 10 times more
antioxidants than red grapes and 10 to 30 times the

“I am 38 years old. I have been working out 2 times per
week with a trainer, but have not been losing any weight at
all. The older I got the harder it has gotten to lose weight. I
decided to try the LeanSpa for 30 days and see if it would
help me make the difference. In the first week of taking
LeanSpa with Acai, I lost 3 pounds by the end of first 4
weeks, I lost a total of 12 pounds of fat and gained 4
pounds of muscle. I also feel alot better thoughout the day,
I have alot more enegry. I am very satisfied with the
product, and now have it delivered to me every month.”

Ken M - Connecticut

“I am 40 year old mother of 3 kids, Over the years, I have
gained 15 unwanted pounds. I saw one of these ads and
decided to give it a try for a 30 day trial. I just wanted to

Try Leanspa http://www.tryleanspa.com/?adv=1364&ui=62d531afcfe52010...
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Consumer Reporter Today - Diet Trends: A look at America's Top Diets

http://consumerhealthwarning.com/diet/[12/10/2010 11:36:07 AM]

Get thin with Super
Foods
"Super foods are becoming a real
source in the battle to fight fat..."

Julia investigates the
Acai Berry diet to find out

for herself  if this super
diet works.

This site is not affiliated with any newspaper publication.

Acai Berry Diet Recipe Exposed: Miracle Diet Recipe or Scam?
As part of a new series: "Diet Trends: A look at America's Top Diets" we examine consumer tips for dieting during a recession

Everywhere you look there’s an internet
blog, an ad, or a doctor calling Acai Berry
the new miracle fruit-guaranteeing it will
stimulate weight loss. But can this thick-
skinned little berry live up to all the hype?
Or have we embraced the latest Hollywood
trend without real merit or scientific
evidence tha acai really does help you cinch
those inches?

To get started, I volunteered to be the
guinea pig. I applied for a bottle of the Acai
Berry & Advance Colon. While there are
ton's of Acai Berry ads online, this particular
Acai Berry combined with Advance Colon
comes from one of the most credible and

trustworthy suppliers on the market. It included a free* bottle of
the product with coupon and it did not try to fool me into agreeing
to additional hidden offers. Another reason why I chose Acai Berry
combined with Advance Colon is because it is the most
concentrated and purest acai products on the market. This would
give me the most accurate results for my test.

Here is what Acai Berry claimed on their website...

Proprietary blend to help burn fat and calories
Stimulates Overall Metabolism
Cleanses the Body of Toxins
Increases Overall Energy
Potent With Antioxidants

Were pretty skeptical, but wanted to find out for ourselves if this
product could actually do everything that it claimed. Most of the
success stories talk about combining Acai Berry with colon
cleansing products to achieve maximum weight loss. I decided to
do the same. The idea behind combining the products is that while
the Acai Berry encourages weight loss and increases energy, the
colon cleanse helps rid your body of toxins and allows your body
to work and burn calories more efficiently. I chose Advance Colon
to test.

Here is what Advance Colon claimed on their website...

Help Lose up to 20 lbs of Harmful Waste
Cleanse and Detoxify the Body
100% Natural Active Ingredients
Increases Your Energy Levels

And the Advance Colon, like the Acai Berry, had a free* trial with a
100% satisfaction guarantee and had no hidden offers.

Putting Acai to the Test

Both the Acai Berry and Advance Colon arrived within 4 days of

Health and Diet writer, Julia Miller of the
News 7 team recently put the Acai Diet to the
test. She spent four weeks testing the effects
of America‘s Newest Superfood combined with
a Colon Cleanse to see for ourselves what this
diet was all about. And, the results were
surprising

She lost 25lbs in 4 weeks.

The benefits of the Acai Berry diet beat all of
our initial skepticism. We found the diet not
only with weight loss, but it seemed to boost
energy levels, and also helped Mary sleep
better and to wakeup more rested.

Step 1:

First get Acai Berry
Free Offer. Pay only $1.97 shipping by using
coupon code "SAVE"

Step 2:

Then get Advance Colon
Free Offer. Pay only $1.99 shipping by using
coupon code "SAVE"

*This is key. Use both for results like Julia

Trials Expire: Saturday, December 11, 2010

Friday, December 10, 2010

» RELATED VIDEOS

Acai Berry: Fox35
Special Report

Acai Health Benefits. America's
#1 Superfood. Look younger and
Live Longer and Healthier.

Super foods: How
to Balance your
Body.

Change your approach to living
better. Why it is important to
learn how to balance your diet.

The Real Dangers
of having a Toxic
Colon

Special CBS new report on the
importance of colon health.  Why
it's important to remove toxins
from your colon.

» ADVERTISEMENTS
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having placed my order for the Free* trial with coupon

The bottles I received held a month‘s worth of pills which worked
out perfect as I was to follow the supplement routine for 4 weeks
time and document my progress throughout

My Test 4 Week Acai Berry Diet: Acai Berry + Advance
Colon

Take one Acai Berry pill per day
Take one Advance Colon pill per day

My Results

Week One

After one week on the diet using both products I was surprised at the
dramatic results. My energy level was up, and I wasn‘t even hungry, an
apparent side effect of the Acai Berry which curbs the appetite.

I honestly felt fantastic.

And I didn‘t even change anything about my daily routine. On day 7 I
got on the scale and couldn‘t believe my eyes. I had lost 9 lbs. But I still
wasn‘t convinced as they say you lose a lot of water at the beginning of
any diet. I wanted to wait and see the results in the upcoming weeks.
But it sure was looking up! I now weighed under 140 pounds for the
first time in years!

Week Two

After two weeks of using both supplements, I started the week off with
even more energy and was actually sleeping more soundly than before.
I was no longer waking up during the night and tossing and turning
because my body was actually able to relax (this is a result of getting rid
of the toxins I think). Plus I still managed to lose another 7 pounds,
putting me at an unbelievable 16 lbs of weight loss, in just 2 weeks.

I must admit that I‘m starting to believe that this diet is more than just
a gimmick.

Week Three

After 3 weeks all my doubts and skepticism had absolutely vanished! I
am down, 2 full dress sizes, after losing another 6 pounds. And I still
have a ton of energy. Quite often, around the third week of other diets,
you tend to run out of steam. But with the Acai Berry and Advance
Colon diet my energy levels don‘t dip, but remain steady throughout
the day. I no longer need that cat nap around 3pm in the afternoon!
And I am even noticing that my stomach is digesting food so much
better. No bloating or embarrassing gas after I eat!

Week Four

After the fourth week, my final results were shocking. I lost an
unbelievable 25 lbs since starting the Acai Berry and Advance Colon
diet! Actually everyone at News 6 is kicking themselves for not having
volunteered to be the guinea pig. Using the Acai Berry and Advance
Colon in week 4 I lost 3 more pounds. But to be honest I really didn‘t
have much more than that left to lose. And I am definately going to

News

Fox News

Tax-cut deal exposes inner workings
Washington Post - 1 hour ago
Dec. 9 (Bloomberg) -- Austan Goolsbee, chairman of
the White House Council of Economic Advisers, talks
about the agreement reached between President
Barack Obama and Republican lawmakers to extend

Amid tax fight, Obama calls for
Friday Throwdown: Obama on
CBS News - USA Today -
CNNMoney - The Atlantic
Related Articles »

« Previous Next »

Top Stories

Weather

Weather Forecast | Weather Maps | Weather Radar

» Healthy Weight
Loss Tips
1. Set a goal.  Identify
your ideal weight and set
up a plan to start reaching
your goal.

2. Don't be afraid to
ask for and get help.
You're not going to lose
weight alone. Tell you
family. Get support.

3. Vitamins are good
for you. The American
diet lacks essential vitamins
and minerals. Balance your
health with the best
supplements.

4. Walk the Walk. You
burn calories when you
walk, did you know that?
Keep active and balance
your diet with regular
exercise.

5. Sleep it off. To be an
efficient fat-burning
machine, your body
requires at least eight
hours of sleep a night. If
you think that you‘re doing
yourself a favor by sleeping
less, you‘re mistaken.
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Diane says: 11 33 AM Thursday, December 09, 2010

Michelle says: 11 50 AM Thursday, December 09, 2010

Jen says: 1:54 PM Thursday, December 09, 2010

Stephen says: 4:24 PM Thursday, December 09, 2010

Julia says: 6:16 PM Thursday, December 09, 2010

Davis says: 8:05 PM Thursday, December 09, 2010

Comments (10 out of 177)

Read Responses For: "Diet Trends: A look at America's Top Diets" - Julia Miller Report

My friends and I have all been waiting for the acai diet to hit the news. Atleast 5 of us
have all done the acai diet (costing us upwards of $300+) and we all lost a bunch of
weight. This stuff truley is incredible and has changed all of our lives. Good luck to
everyone who takes advantage of this wonderful opportunity

I saw this report on tv the other day and was amazed at the results. I am getting
married next month so the timing couldn't have been better!! thanks for the tip!

I've gone ahead and ordered my free* trials. I can't wait to get started and see what
happends.

I've been seeing Acai Diets all over. I even heard my mom ta king about this diet a few
days ago since one of her friends has lost like 12 bs in the first 15 days! I definately
have to try this, thanks.

Yay! glad to see it's helped and that my story is getting out there! good luck!

This stuff is amazing! My best friend Jessica did the same diet and lost an incred ble
amount of weight.. i couldn't believe it and had to do some research on my own which is
how I found this news article. I can't believe they are offering free* trials! I know Jessica
spent something l ke $600 and was thrilled.. imagine how excited she would be if it cost

continue taking the Acai Berry afterwards because it has so many
antioxidants and vitamins that makes my skin look unbelievable.

I couldn‘t be any happier with the results.
I Lost 25lbs in 4 Weeks, No Special Diet, No Intense

Exercise

Conclusion Like us, here at News 6, you might be a little
doubtful about the effects of this diet, but you need to try it for
yourself; the results are real. After conducting our own personal
study we are pleased to see that people really are finding success
with it (myself included :) ). And you have nothing to lose. Follow
the links to claim free* bottles with special coupon program and
know that you are getting a quality product that works; no strings
attached!

Good Luck with your weight loss

Julia Miller

Click Here To Get a Free Bottle and Trial Of Acai Berry with this
special coupon program
Free Offer. Pay only $1.97 shipping by using coupon code "SAVE"

Click Here To Get A Trial Of Advance Colon
Free Offer. Pay only $1.99 shipping by using coupon code "SAVE"

Trials Expire: Saturday, December 11, 2010

Would you like to share a consumer tip for next week? If so,
please send us an email. julia@news7daily.tv
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Damo says: 09:15 PM Thursday, December 09, 2010

Amy says: 11 38 PM Thursday, December 09, 2010

Wanda says: 12:45 AM Friday, December 10, 2010

her under $10.00. This is a godsend, thanks so much!!

I've been struggling my whole life with my weight and I really hope this is the answer.
I've gone ahead and ordered the free* trials and signed up to the gym aswell. I really
hope to lose atleast 100 pounds before the end of the year.

Hey Julia, i just ordered my free* trials. I can't wait to get them!! Thanks, Amy xoxoxo

A friend of mine did the Acai Berry diet and recommended it to me 3 weeks ago. I
ordered the products and received them within 3 days (although I didnt get the
discounted shipping). The results have been incredible and I can't wait to see what
weeks 3 and 4 bring.

Leave A Reply

Comments have been closed due to spam. Please check back later.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS CAREFULLY READ AND AGREE TO PURCHASE TERMS BELOW BEFORE ORDERING:

Limitation of Liability. We take no responsibility for the accuracy or validity of any claims or statements contained in the documents and related graphics on the news7daily Site to the extent that they are provided by a
third party or make representations regarding a third party’s products. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROV DED HERE N, COMPANY HEREBY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND OR
NATURE, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, RELAT NG TO ITS SERVICE AND SEARCH RESULTS, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF TITLE, NON-INFR NGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. In no event shall we be liable for any damages whatsoever, including special, indirect,  incidental,  or consequential damages, lost profits,  product
liability, punitive, exemplary or any other damages, arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of goods or information available from any advertiser, regardless of the form of action whether in contract,
tort (including negligence), strict product liability, or otherwise, even if the other party has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

The trademarks of the persons or entities referred to in our advertisements are owned by those entities, and we are not affiliated with them in any way. News7daily holds the copyright for all  copyrighted and
copyrightable materials on the Site that refer to its own name only, including, without limitation, the Company trademark, logo, design, text, graphics and forms, including the selection and arrangement of such elements.
In addition, the entire Site is copyrighted as a collective work. Company holds the copyright in the materials as well as the collective work. The collective work may also include works that are the property of Company's
licensors, or simply of other third parties who are referred to on the site but to whom the Company has no affiliation and who are identified only as a reference. Those third parties’ trademarks may also be protected by
copyright and other intellectual property laws, and the use of their trademarks may be restricted as applicable.

If you are dissatisfied with any product you have purchased, you may contact the Seller at [provide Seller’s address, phone number, and email link]. If you submit a complaint regarding the Seller to us, you agree that
our sole responsibility to you is to forward your complaint to the Seller. result achieved by a single user.

We are not affiliated in any way with CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, CBS, U.S. News or FOX. CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, CBS, U.S. News, FOX, and Consumer Reports are all  registered
trademarks of their respective owners.  ® All  trademarks on this web site whether registered or not, are the property of their respective owners.  The authors of this web site are not sponsored by or affiliated with any of
the third-party trade mark or third-party registered trade mark owners,  and make no representations about them, their owners,  their products or services.

* S&H charges do apply. Results will vary by person, and the special offers may only be available for a limited time. Some of the products described on this site have terms regarding continued billing after the trial
period ends. This is referred to as negative option, or continuity billing. Therefore, it is important to ensure that you are fully aware of the terms associated with each product before you order. To make this easier for
you, we have included links to the billing terms for each of the products below. Please keep in mind that these are separate companies and we are not the best source for information about orders or specific policies.
Because these companies control  their own policies, shipping and other fees may change periodically. We have linked away from our website directly to their terms and conditions pages. For the Acai Berry terms and
conditions, please click here. For the Advance Colon terms and conditions, please click here.

It is important to note that this site and the comments/answers depicted above is to be used as an illustrative example of what some individuals have achieved with this/these products. This website, and any page on
the website, is based loosely off a true story, but has been modified in multiple ways including, but not limited to: the story, the photos, and the comments. Thus, this page, and any page on this website, are not to be
taken literally or as a non-fiction story. This page, and the results mentioned on this page, although achievable for some, are not to be construed as the results that you may achieve on the same routine. I
UNDERSTAND THIS WEBSITE IS ONLY ILLUSTRATIVE OF WHAT MIGHT BE ACH EVABLE FROM USING THIS/THESE PRODUCTS, AND THAT THE STORY/COMMENTS DEPICTED ABOVE IS NOT TO BE
TAKEN LITERALLY. This page receives compensation for clicks on or purchase of products featured on this site.

*Acai Berry (the following was taken directly from their website):  When you enroll in our membership program ("Program"), we will charge the card the card you provide the activation fee specified on the order
checkout page and send you a trial supply of Acai Berry. If you contact customer service to terminate your enrollment within seven (7) days of the date that you enroll in the Program, you will not receive any additional
product and you will not be charged anything else. Your enrollment date is the date that you submit your order for the trial product. If you do not cancel within seven (7) days of the date that you enroll in the Program,
we will charge the same card you provided at enrollment the non-refundable one-year membership fee of $149 95 ("Membership Fee"). Then, beginning about thirty-two (32) days after we charge the Membership Fee
to your card and every thirty (30) days thereafter, we will send you a fresh monthly shipment of the product and charge your card $12 95 ("Monthly Charge") when each supply ships. You can cancel monthly shipments
and avoid further Monthly Charges at any time by contacting customer service.

*Advance Colon  (the following was taken directly from their website):  When you enroll in our membership program ("Program")Start your Trial now to receive a full 30- day supply of Advance Colon. Just pay $1.99
shipping and processing. You will have 14 days to try this product and see the results for yourself. Your trial begins the day you place your order. If you enjoy Advance Colon, and want to continue to detoxify your body,
simply do nothing- at the end of your free trial period you will be charged the discount price of $79.95 ... that's a 30% savings! If, for ANY reason, you decide that Advance Colon is not for you, simply call  866-630-0583
8a m. to 5p m. EST Monday through Friday, or email RMA@Advance Colon.com, within 14 days of your order date for an RMA number and return instructions.

© All  Rights Reserved.
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HCG Diet Drops - Rapid Weight Loss - Best Quality - Pregnancy Hormone Diet
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If 
your
goal
is to
lose
a
l tl
and 
get 
rid 
of 
that 

stubborn
problem 
fat that 
never 
seems 
to go 

away,
try 
our 
15-
day 
plan.

If you 
have 
a l ttle
more 
weight
to 
lose 
and 
want

to 
enjoy 
be ter 
health
and a 
better 
quality
of life,

check
out 
our 
30-
day 
plan.

Does 
your 
w ght
create
real 
health
and

lifestyle
issues?
 Need 
o 
reduce 
your 
weight

significantly?
 You need 

the 60-day 
plan.

MORE...

Home  |
HCG 
Protocol
| About 
HCG Ultra 
| FAQs  |
Contact 
Us  |
Terms and

Copyright
© 2010 
Acumen

Individual results will vary. Acumen Labs makes no claim that the results shown are representative of all customers using
the HCG 1,2,3 diet plan. We recommend consulting a physician before starting any diet or weight-loss program.

“With
so 
many
other
HCG

products
ut 

t ere 
made

overseas,
it’s good 
o know

that 
this 
one 
s 
safe,
and

made 
in the 
USA, not
to

mention 
it’s Dr. 
endorsed.
I took 
advantage
of the 
30-
day 
plan
and 
I
lost 

30lbs
in 30
days!Thank
You!!”-
Matt
S.
Provo,
UT
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Foods that Fuel
Weight Loss
"Super foods are becoming a real
source in the battle to fight fat..."

Julie's "Dynamic Duo"

Julie lost 25lbs with Colon Cleanse and Acai Berry!

Colon Cleanse Trial
Use Coupon Code "SAVE" for $0.99 S&H

Acai Ultimate
Use Code "ACAI" at checkout to get $0.99 shipping

*for best results use both*

Important: Offers expire December 11, 2010

Advertorial

This site is not affiliated with any newspaper publication.

Acai Berry Diet Exposed: Miracle Diet or Scam?
As part of a new series: "Diet Trends: A look at America's Top Diets" we examine consumer tips for dieting during a recession

Acai + Colon Cleanse = Weight Loss
Advanced Cleanse makes your body eject the waste by breaking it down and expelling it. Along with
expelling waste, side effects of colon cleansing include an increase in energy, weight loss and a
reduction in mood swings.

We found out that the most reputable seller of Colon Cleanse and Acai Berry supplement were both
offering Free Trials. We recommend you do the same if you'd like. With the shipping and handling it will
come out to around $3.
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Acai in the News

TERMS AND CONDITIONS CAREFULLY READ AND AGREE TO PURCHASE TERMS BELOW BEFORE ORDERING:

We are not affiliated in any way with CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, CBS, U.S. News or FOX. CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, CBS, U.S. News, FOX, and Consumer Reports are all  registered
trademarks of their respective owners.  ® All  trademarks on this web site whether registered or not, are the property of their respective owners.  The authors of this web site are not sponsored by or affiliated with any of
the third-party trade mark or third-party registered trade mark owners,  and make no representations about them, their owners,  their products or services.

* S&H charges do apply. Results will vary by person, and the special offers may only be available for a limited time. Some of the products described on this site have terms regarding continued billing after the trial
period ends. This is referred to as negative option, or continuity billing. Therefore, it is important to ensure that you are fully aware of the terms associated with each product before you order. To make this easier for
you, we have included links to the billing terms for each of the products below. Please keep in mind that these are separate companies and we are not the best source for information about orders or specific policies.
Because these companies control  their own policies, shipping and other fees may change periodically. We have linked away from our website directly to their terms and conditions pages. For the Acai Advanced terms
and conditions, please click here. For the Advanced Cleanse terms and conditions, please click here.

It is important to note that this site and the comments/answers depicted above is to be used as an illustrative example of what some individuals have achieved with this/these products. This website, and any page on
the website, is based loosely off a true story, but has been modified in multiple ways including, but not limited to: the story, the photos, and the comments. Thus, this page, and any page on this website, are not to be
taken literally or as a non-fiction story. This page, and the results mentioned on this page, although achievable for some, are not to be construed as the results that you may achieve on the same routine. I
UNDERSTAND THIS WEBSITE IS ONLY ILLUSTRATIVE OF WHAT MIGHT BE ACHIEVABLE FROM US NG THIS/THESE PRODUCTS, AND THAT THE STORY/COMMENTS DEPICTED ABOVE IS NOT TO BE
TAKEN LITERALLY. This page receives compensation for clicks on or purchase of products featured on this site.

*Acai Advanced (the following was taken directly from their website):  When you enroll in our membership program ("Program"), we will charge the card the card you provide the activation fee specified on the order
checkout page and send you a trial supply of Acai Advanced. If you contact customer service to terminate your enrollment within seven (7) days of the date that you enroll in the Program, you will not receive any
additional product and you will not be charged anything else. Your enrollment date is the date that you submit your order for the trial product. If you do not cancel within seven (7) days of the date that you enroll in the
Program, we will charge the same card you provided at enrollment the non-refundable one-year membership fee of $149.95 ("Membership Fee"). Then, beginning about thirty-two (32) days after we charge the
Membership Fee to your card and every thirty (30) days thereafter, we will send you a fresh monthly shipment of the product and charge your card $12.95 ("Monthly Charge") when each supply ships. You can cancel
monthly shipments and avoid further Monthly Charges at any time by contacting customer service.

*Advanced Cleanse (the following was taken directly from their website):  When you enroll in our membership program ("Program"), we will charge the card the card you provide the activation fee specified on the
order checkout page and send you a trial supply of Advanced Cleanse. If you contact customer service to terminate your enrollment within seven (7) days of the date that you enroll in the Program, you will not receive
any additional product and you will not be charged anything else. Your enrollment date is the date that you submit your order for the trial product. If you do not cancel within seven (7) days of the date that you enroll in
the Program, we will charge the same card you provided at enrollment the non-refundable one-year membership fee of $149 95 ("Membership Fee"). Then, beginning about thirty-two (32) days after we charge the
Membership Fee to your card and every thirty (30) days thereafter, we will send you a fresh monthly shipment of the product and charge your card $12.95 ("Monthly Charge") when each supply ships. You can cancel
monthly shipments and avoid further Monthly Charges at any time by contacting customer service.

© Health6NewsDaily tv All  Rights Reserved.
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If 
your
goal
is to
lose
a
l tl
and 
get 
rid 
of 
that 

stubborn
problem 
fat that 
never 
seems 
to go 

away,
try 
our 
15-
day 
plan.

If you 
have 
a l ttle
more 
weight
to 
lose 
and 
want

to 
enjoy 
be ter 
health
and a 
better 
quality
of life,

check
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30-
day 
plan.

Does 
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health
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lifestyle
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 Need 
o 
reduce 
your 
weight

significantly?
 You need 

the 60-day 
plan.

MORE...

Home  |
HCG 
Protocol
| About 
HCG Ultra 
| FAQs  |
Contact 
Us  |
Terms and

Copyright
© 2010 
Acumen

Individual results will vary. Acumen Labs makes no claim that the results shown are representative of all customers using
the HCG 1,2,3 diet plan. We recommend consulting a physician before starting any diet or weight-loss program.

“With
so 
many
other
HCG

products
ut 

t ere 
made

overseas,
it’s good 
o know

that 
this 
one 
s 
safe,
and

made 
in the 
USA, not
to

mention 
it’s Dr. 
endorsed.
I took 
advantage
of the 
30-
day 
plan
and 
I
lost 

30lbs
in 30
days!Thank
You!!”-
Matt
S.
Provo,
UT
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Weekly Health Now - "Flat Belly" Hoax Diet? Investigating the Acai Berry Phenomenon

http://weeklyhealthinsiders.com/acai_berry_diet.html[12/10/2010 3:19:39 PM]

Helen Cohen
investigates weight loss

solutions that are gaining
popularity in the U.S. and

Europe.

Advertorial Friday December 10, 2010

"Flat Belly" Hoax Diet? Investigating the Acai Berry Phenomenon
As part of a new series: "Diet Trends: A look at America's Top Diets" we put new diet and fitness techniques to the test.

(Weekly Health Now) - Acai berries are the
latest weight loss fad. This "Super Food"
weightloss supplement has been getting a lot of
international attention. You might have noticed,
it is all over the internet in blogs with success
stories of people who have used it and lost a
ton of weight.

Weekly Health Now was a bit skeptical whether
or not the popular Acai berry with Colon
cleanse diet actually worked. We decided to
put these products to the test. What better way
to find out the truth; we conducted our own
study!

To get started, I volunteered to be the guinea
pig. I applied for a bottle of the Acai Lean Spa and Pure Cleanse.
While there are many different kinds of Acai berry ads, Acai Lean
Spa is the most credible and trustworthy suppliers on the market. It
included a free bottle of the product with reduced shipping coupon
and it did not try to fool me into agreeing to additional hidden offers.
Another reason why I chose Acai Lean Spa is because it is the most
concentrated and purest acai products on the market. This would give
me the most accurate results for my test.

Here is what Acai Lean Spa claimed on their website...

Accelerates Fat Loss
4 Times More Weight Loss Than Diet And Exercise
Boosts Energy
Rich in Antioxidants

Most of the success stories talk about combining acai berry with colon
cleansing products to achieve maximum weight loss. I decided to do
the same. The idea behind combining the products is that while the
Acai Lean Spa encourages weight loss and increases energy, the
colon cleanse helps rid your body of toxins and allows your body to
work and burn calories more efficiently. I chose Pure Cleanse to
test.

Here is what Pure Cleanse claimed on their website...

Eliminates Bad Toxins that have Built Up Over the Years
Cleanses and Revitalizes body
Flattens Stomach
Boosts Metabolism to Burn Calories Fast

Pure Cleanse also has a free trial with a 100% satisfaction guarantee
and had no hidden offers. Because of this, I had to try!

Acai In The News

Helen Cohen, our Health and Diet columnist,
recently put the Acai Diet to the test. After
four weeks of testing the effects of America's
Newest Superfood combined with a Colon
Cleanse, she has reached the conclusion to
what this diet is all about, and the results
were surprising.

She lost 25lbs in 4 weeks.

The benefits of the Acai berry diet beat all of
our initial skepticism. We found the diet not
only with weight loss, but it seemed to boost
energy levels, and also helped Julia sleep
better and to wakeup more rested.

Step 1:

First get Acai Lean Spa
Use our exclusive promo code
"WEIGHTLOSS" and get reduced S&H of
$2.95!

Step 2:

Then get Pure Cleanse
Use our exclusive promo code
"HEALTHWEEKLY" and get reduced
S&H of $1.95!

*This is key. Use both for results like
Helen

Reduced S&H trials expire on December 11,
2010

Network Reviews:

ABC News Calls Acai Berry A
Superfood! The network reports
that many world-class athletes
have started using Acai berry
products as part of their
personal training regimen. 
 - ABC News

Friday, December 10, 2010

» RELATED VIDEOS
Super foods: How to
Balance your Body.

Change your approach to
living better. Why it is

important to learn how to
balance your diet

The Real Dangers of
having a Toxic Colon

Special CBS new report on
the importance of colon

health. Why it's important
to remove toxins from your

colon.

» ADVERTISEMENTS
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Putting Acai to the Test

Both bottles of the the Acai Lean Spa and Pure Cleanse arrived
within 4 days of having placed my order.

The bottles I received held a month‘s worth of pills which worked out
perfect as I was to follow the supplement routine for 4 weeks time
and document my progress throughout.

My Test

4 Week Acai Berry Diet: Acai Lean Spa + Pure Cleanse

Take one Acai Lean Spa pill per day
Take one Pure Cleanse pill per day

My Results

Week One

After one week on the diet using both products I was surprised at the
dramatic results. My energy level was up, and I wasn‘t even hungry, an
apparent side effect of the Acai Berry which curbs the appetite.

I honestly felt fantastic.

And I didn‘t even change anything about my daily routine. On day 7 I got
on the scale and couldn‘t believe my eyes. I had lost 9 lbs. But I still wasn‘t
convinced as they say you lose a lot of water at the beginning of any diet. I
wanted to wait and see the results in the upcoming weeks. But it sure was
looking up! I now weighed under 140 lbs for the first time in years!

Week Two

After two weeks of using both supplements, I started the week off with
even more energy and was actually sleeping more soundly than before. I
was no longer waking up during the night and tossing and turning because
my body was actually able to relax (this is a result of getting rid of the
toxins I think). Plus I still managed to lose another 7 lbs, putting me at an
unbelievable 16 lbs of weight loss, in just 2 weeks.

I must admit that I‘m starting to believe that this diet is more than just a
gimmick.

Week Three

After 3 weeks all my doubts and skepticism had absolutely vanished! I am
down, 2 full dress sizes, after losing another 6 lbs. And I still have a ton of
energy. I no longer need that cat nap around 3pm in the afternoon! And I
am even noticing that my stomach is digesting food so much better. No
bloating or embarrassing gas after I eat!

Week Four

After the fourth week, my final results were shocking. I lost an unbelievable
25 lbs since starting the Acai Lean Spa and Pure Cleanse diet! Actually
everyone at Channel 5 is kicking themselves for not having volunteered to
be the guinea pig. Using the Acai Lean Spa and Pure Cleanse  in week 4
I lost 3 more lbs. But to be honest I really didn‘t have much more than that
left to lose. Given the results and the added health benefits I will continue
to use the products indefinitely!

I couldn‘t be any happier with the results.

I Lost 25 lbs in 4 Weeks, No Special Diet, No Intense
Exercise

Conclusion: Like us, here at Health News Weekly, you might be a
little doubtful about the results of this diet, but you need to try it for
yourself; the results are real. We have found Acai Lean Spa and
Pure Cleanse to be some of the most trusted and quality suppliers of
diet products from all the companies we've seen (from our intense

Studies show that the acai berry
is one of the most nutritious
foods in the world. Acai is
packed with antioxidants, amino
acids and essential fatty acids.

- MSNBC

CBS News notes that
Acai berries are “rich in B
vitamins, minerals, fiber,
protein and omega-3 fatty acids.
Acai berries also contain oleic
acid.

- CBS NEWS

2009 Diet of the Year!

Already rated #1 product for losing
weight in 2009! Click here for
details!
www.bestweightloss09.com

Get Bright White Teeth Now!

Get visibly whiter teeth in as little at
90 seconds. Try Free Today!
www.TopTeethWhitener.com

Lose Weight Fast and Easy

Quit struggling with diets that don't
work. Click here to lose weight now!
www.WeightlossSecret.com

Keep Your Body Immune

Help regulate your body naturally
and stay healthy with Pure Cleanse!
www.naturalyhealthy.com

One blogger from Dallas, TX claims to have lost
38 pounds in 42 days with the Acai + Colon

combo.

Weather

» Weight Loss Tips

1. Set a goal.  Identify
your ideal weight and set
up a plan to start reaching
your goal.

2. Don't be afraid to
ask for and get help.
You're not going to lose
weight alone. Tell you
family. Get support.

3. Vitamins are good
for you. The American
diet lacks essential vitamins
and minerals. Balance your
health with the best
supplements.

4. Walk the Walk. You
burn calories when you
walk, did you know that?
Keep active and balance
your diet with regular
exercise.

5. Sleep it off. To be an
efficient fat-burning
machine, your body
requires at least eight
hours of sleep a night. If
you think that you‘re doing
yourself a favor by sleeping
less, you‘re mistaken.
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Diane says: 11 33 AM Thursday, December 9, 2010

Michelle says: 12 58 PM Thursday, December 9, 2010

Jen says: 1 54 PM Thursday, December 9, 2010

Stephen says: 4 24 PM Thursday, December 9, 2010

Julia says: 5:16 PM Thursday, December 9, 2010

Davis says: 6 05 PM Thursday, December 9, 2010

Damo says: 7:17 PM Thursday, December 9, 2010

Comments (10 out of 177)

Read Responses For: "Diet Trends: A look at America's Top Diets" - Helen Cohen Report

My friends and I have all  been wai ing for the acai diet to hit the news. A least 5 of us have all  done the
acai diet (cos ing us upwards of $300+) and we all  lost a bunch of weight. This stuff truley is incredible
and has changed all  of our lives. Good luck to everyone who takes advantage of this wonderful
opportunity

I saw his report on tv the other day and was amazed at the results. I  am get ing married next month so
the timing couldn't have been better!! thanks for the tip!

I've gone ahead and ordered my free trials. I  can't wait to get started and see what happends.

I've been seeing acai diets all  over. I  even heard my mom talking about this diet a few days ago since
one of her friends has lost like 12 lbs in the first 15 days! I definately have to try his, thanks.

Yay! glad to see it's helped and that my story is getting out here! good luck!

This stuff is amazing! My best friend Jessica did the same diet and lost an incredible amount of weight.. i
couldn't believe it and had to do some research on my own which is how I found this news ar icle. I can't
believe they are offering free trials! I  know Jessica spent some hing like $600 and was hrilled.. imagine
how excited she would be if it cost her under $5.00. This is a godsend, thanks so much!!

I've been struggling my whole life wi h my weight and I really hope this is the answer. I've gone ahead
and ordered the free trials and signed up to the gym aswell. I  really hope to lose atleast 50 pounds

reviews of the companies, their owners, and the ingredients) .
Customer reviews have been extremely positive and these brands are
so confident in their product that they are offering our readers free
bottles with special reduced shipping coupons. While supplies last,
just pay shipping and handling costs to see if this breakthrough
supplement combo will help improve your life. We thank Acai Lean
Spa and Pure Cleanse (two totally separate companies) for providing
our readers with this opportunity to try out this product before they
buy. Check out our links below to take advantage of these special trial
offers.

Good luck with your weight loss,
- Helen Cohen

Click Here To Get A Free Bottle Of Acai Lean Spa
Use our exclusive promo code "WEIGHTLOSS" to get reduced
S&H of $2.95!

Click Here To Get A Free Bottle Of Pure Cleanse
Use our exclusive promo code "HEALTHWEEKLY" and get
reduced S&H of $1.95!

Reduced S&H trials expire on December 11, 2010

Would you like to share a consumer tip for next week? If so, please
send us an e-mail!

| Acai Berry |
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Amy says: 7 38 PM Thursday, December 9, 2010

James says: 8 31 PM Thursday, December 9, 2010

Wanda says: 9:45 PM Thursday, December 9, 2010

before the end of the year.

Hey Julia, i just ordered my free trials. I  can't wait to get them!! Thanks, Amy xoxoxo

My wife used both these products, and the change in her is remarkable. She looks and feels wonderful
and we are BOTH grateful!

A friend of mine did the Acai Berry Weight Loss diet and recommended it to me 3 weeks ago. I ordered
the products and received them wi hin 3 days (although I didnt get he discounted shipping). The results
have been incredible and I can't wait to see what weeks 3 and 4 bring.

Leave A Reply

Comments will appear after approval by our editorial team. Thank you.

Name: City: Email:

Message:

TERMS AND CONDITIONS CAREFULLY READ AND AGREE TO PURCHASE TERMS BELOW BEFORE ORDERING:

We are not affiliated in any way with CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, CBS, U.S. News, FOX, and Consumer Reports which are all  registered trademarks of their respective owners.  ® All  trademarks on this
web site whether registered or not, are the property of their respective owners.  The authors of this web site are not sponsored by or affiliated with any of the third-party trade mark or third-party registered trade mark
owners,  and make no representations about them, their owners,  their products or services.

The statements made on this website have not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration. The FDA only evaluates foods and drugs, not supplements like these products. These products are not intended to
diagnose, prevent, treat, or cure any disease. It is important to note that this site and the comments/answers depicted above is to be used as an illustrative example of what some individuals have achieved with
this/these products. This website, and any page on the website, is based loosely off a true story, but has been modified in multiple ways including, but not limited to: the story, the photos, and the comments. Thus, this
page, and any page on this website, are not to be taken literally or as a non-fiction story. This page, and the results mentioned on this page, although achievable for some, are not to be construed as the results that
you may achieve on the same routine.

*Acai Lean Spa T&C (the following was taken directly from their website):  MEMBERSH P TERMS By placing your order you agree to join our Two Month V P Membership Program whereby for $2.95 you shall
receive access to the Weight Loss Oracle and an eBook sent to the email you provided which is designed to educate you on how to succeed for healthy weight loss. Within 48 hours we will verify your details as a valid
customer and once done you will be billed. We will then ship out your two month supply of Acai Lean Spa©, including a Free Gift (with purchase) and FREE SH PPING. This entire package is a savings of over $400.
You will have NO further obligation after this shipment or charges.

*Pure Cleanse T&C (the following was taken directly from their website):  By placing your order you agree to join our Two Month V P Membership Program whereby for $1.95 you shall receive access to the Fat
Burning Tracker and an E-Book sent to the email you provided which is designed to educate you on how to succeed for healthy weight loss. Within 48 hours we will verify your details as a valid customer and once done
you will be billed. We will then ship out your two month supply of Pure Cleanse, including a Free Gift of our Craving Control Formula designed to cut cravings helping you with that first month of temptations and FREE
SHIPP NG. This entire package is a savings of over $300. You will have NO further obligation after this shipment or charges. To contact Pure Cleanse with billing inquiries,  fulfillment inquiries or any other inquiry
associated with the Pure Cleanse products, please call  Pure Cleanse at: 1-866-884-2144.

Submit
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First Name Last Name

Address Apt/Suite#

Zip Code City

State

 

Country

Phone

(For shipping company)

Email

(We respect your privacy)

I agree to the privacy policy and Terms & Conditions.*

Select One USA
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Terms & Conditions | Privacy Policy | Guarantee | References | Customer Care
©2010 GetSlimPackage.com. All Rights Reserved.

* The statements made on our websites have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, cure or prevent any disease.
Consult your health care professional before beginning any weight loss or exercise program. GetSlimPackage is not sponsored, affiliated or endorsed
by ABC News, Washington Post, CBS News or Web MD and all  trademarks on this website whether registered or not the property of their respective
owners. By following The Acai GetSlimPackage Diet Tracker Program which includes exercise and a calorie reduced diet, typical weight loss is 1-2
lbs per week.
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Phone

Email

First Name

Last Name

Address

Apt/Suite#

Zip Code

City

State  

Country

(For Shipping Company)

(We Respect  Your  Privacy)

I have read and agree to the terms of offer  & privacy policy.

Select One

USA
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It's not uncommon for people to carry as much as thirty pounds of toxic waste in their colon. In fact, autopsies often
reveal colons that are plugged up to 80% with waste material.(1) But you can STOP the cycle. GetSlimPackage is a
unique colon cleanser. It contains all natural ingredients that help flush out harmful parasites, impacted waste and toxins
from the colon leaving it cleansed and detoxified.*

The Standard American Diet (SAD) for most Americans consists of high levels of fat and foods with high levels of
preservatives.(2) When you add to that, pollution, red meat, refined foods and other environmental factors, your insides
can become contaminated and leave you feeling yucky and run-down.

An average American will eat 4-6 meals a day and typically will have a bowel-movement every 30 hours. But in our
society filled with junk-food, refined food and preservatives, 48 hours is more common. Colons that contain parasites can
become impacted with waste that can prevent nutrients for cells from being absorbed. As a result you will tend to eat more
in order to get enough nutrition throughout the day which can lead to weight gain.(3)

Countless people use GetSlimPackage every day as an
all natural method to gently flush away unwanted
toxins from their colons.*

Did you know that your colon can contain as much as 10
pounds of undigested food and fecal matter trapped inside
your intestinal tract?(1) Can you imagine what this toxic
waste is doing to your health?

Your colon eliminates waste from your body, so we
formulated GetSlimPackage specifically to help the
elimination process and help enhance your overall feeling of
good health, vitality and energy.(2)*

The GetSlimPackage formula uses natural herbs to
help eliminate impacted waste, parasites and toxins from the
colon, to provide a gentle cleanse while assisting in the
proper absorption of vitamins and minerals.*
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Terms & Conditions | Privacy Policy | Guarantee | References | Customer Care

©2010 GetSlimPackage.com. All rights reserved..

* The statements made on our websites have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, cure or prevent any disease.
Consult your health care professional before beginning any weight loss or exercise program. GetSlimPackage is not sponsored, affiliated or endorsed by
ABC News, Washington Post, CBS News ,Web MD, Discover Magazine or Health Key and all  trademarks on this website whether registered or not the
property of their respective owners. By following the GetSlimPackage Life Program which includes exercise and a calorie reduced diet, typical weight
loss is 1-2 lbs per week.
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Home > Health > Fitness & Nutrition

1 Tip of a Flat Belly: A Surprising New Way to Burn Fat Quickly 
As part of a new series: "Diet Trends: A look at UK's Top Diets" we put new diet and fitness techniques to the test

Helen Cohen
investigates a promising
weight loss solution that
is quickly gaining
popularity in the United
Kingdom and around
the world.

By Helen Cohen   |   Published: 8 December 2010 

(ConsumerReportsDaily) - Losing weight often feels like an
impossible challenge. We have evaluted numerous fad diets over the
years. All too frequently their results are just shy of painfully
disappointing. 

The reason for why most diets fail, in our opinion, is that they
impose unrealistic restrictions on how you live your life. Some
advocate eating tons of protein others emphasize carbohydrates. In
either case, you're left with having to make rather drastic changes to
the types of food you eat and when you eat it. In this special report,
we take an in-depth look at an emerging and promising weight loss
trend that we believe is a game changer, and it won't break the
bank.

You may have heard of the enormously popular Cho Yung in the news. It's a completely
natural 400 year old Chinese tea based weight loss program. Alone the Cho Yung offers many
benefits primarily due to its high anti-oxidant content. Combine it with a powerful colon
cleanser, and you've created a fat burning machine. If you're skeptical, you're not alone.
When we first learned about this weightloss combo, our diet fad radar went off right away. 

Nevertheless, as we began to investigate the countless success stories reported by people from
all around the globe, we decided that this weight loss trend was worthy of a closer
examination. Moreover, we found it of particular interest that these people had not
significantly changed their current lifestyles. 

Health and Diet writer Helen Cohen recently
put an emerging diet trend to the test. We had
to see for ourselves what this diet was all
about. Helen spent four weeks testing the
effects of UK's newest super-food combined
with a colon cleanse. The results were
surprising. 

The benefits of the Cho Yung diet removed all
of our initial skepticism. We found the diet not
only helps with weight loss, but it seemed to
boost energy levels according to Helen. 

Step 1
Free Trial Of Cho Yung Tea

Link 
Special TV 9 Today coupon Code:
TRIAL (reduces shipping to 2.79GBP) 

Step 2
Free Trial Of ProCleanse Gold

Link 
Special TV 9 Today Coupon Code:
OFFER (reduces shipping to 2.79GBP)

Using both products is highly
recommended for results like those of Helen,
because one product alone may not help
you achieve the results you wanted. 

Free trials are limited. 
Expires on 12 December 2010 

Fight Colon Cancer

A toxic colon is dangerous to
your health. Cleansing your

colon in a safe healthy way is
important to your health and

well-being.

Top Story

Cho Yung Changing Lives

How to Balance Your
Body

Researchers are finding out
about antioxidants and the

powerful effects from them on
our bodies.

News | Comments | Email | Friday, 10 December 2010

Tea Party - Abortion Activist 'Targeted' - Man Loses Half His Skull
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Ella Regan from Huddersfield was reported to have lost 3.5 Stone in 3 months
while being on the Cho Yung and ProCleanse Gold combo diet. 

In the story on her blog she states,

"I couldn't believe how easy it was. I didn't change my diet or my daily routine, but the
fat melted off like it butter. I love this stuff! Finally a diet that just works."

For the test, it was inevitable that I was to be the guinea pig for this diet since I was about to
get married. I wanted to lose 10 pounds for my wedding. In order to try the Cho Yung and
ProCleanse Gold diet, I ordered two products. First, I got a FREE TRIAL of Cho Yung.
Although there are many Cho Yung offers available, I chose Cho Yung, since they are one of
the most credible and trustworthy suppliers on the market. 

The Free Trial bottle of Cho Yung  was delivered in a few days from ordering and with
surprisingly inexpensive shipping. Cho Yung is one of the most concentrated and purest Cho
Yung weight loss tea's on the market. It was our shared opinion that this would give me the
most accurate results for my test.

Here is what Cho Yung claimed on their website:

4 Times More Weight Loss Than Diet and Exercise
Boosts Energy
Rich in Antioxidants
Promotes Cardiovascular and Digestive Health

Although we were pretty skeptical, we wanted to find out for ourselves if this product could
actually do everything that it claimed. Most of the success stories talk about combining Cho
Yung with a colon cleansing products to achieve maximum weight loss. The idea behind
combining the products is that while the Cho Yung  encourages weight loss and increases
energy; the ProCleanse Gold helps rid your body of toxins and allows your body to work and
burn calories more efficiently. I chose ProCleanse Gold to test.

Here is what ProCleanse Gold claimed on their website: 

Helps Eliminate Bad Toxins That Have Built Up Over the Years
Removes 'Sludge' From the Walls of the Colon
Helps Get Rid of Gas and Bloating
Helps Regulate the Metabolism

Weather Forecast | Weather Maps | Weather Radar
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The ProCleanse Gold product like Cho Yung offers a free trial backed by a 100% satisfaction
guarantee.

Putting the Cho Yung and ProCleanse Gold to the Test

Both the Cho Yung  and ProCleanse Gold arrived within 4 days of having placed my order
online for the free trials. 

The shipments contained a month worth of product which worked out perfectly as I was to
follow the supplement routine for 4 weeks time and document my progress. 

The Test: A Four-Week Combo Diet Using Cho Yung and ProCleanse Gold 

1. Drink the Cho Yung tea 2-3 times a day
2. Take one ProCleanse Gold pill per day (in the evening)

My Results
Week One:

After one week on the diet using both products I was surprised at the dramatic results.
My energy level was up, and I wasn't even hungry. A welcomed side effect of the Cho
Yung diet is its power to curb the appetite. 

I honestly felt fantastic.

Best of all, I didn't even change anything about my daily routine. On Day 7, I got on the
scale and couldn't believe my eyes. I had lost 3.5 lbs. But I still wasn't convinced, since
they say you lose a lot of water weight at the beginning of any diet. I wanted to wait and
see the results in the upcoming weeks. But it sure was looking up! I now weighed under 9
stone for the first time in years!

Week Two:

After two weeks of using both supplements, I started the week off with even more energy,
and actually sleeping more soundly than before. I was no longer waking up during the
night and tossing and turning because my body was actually able to relax (this is a result
of getting rid of the toxins, I think). Plus I still managed to lose another 7 pounds, putting
me at an unbelievable 10.5 pounds of weight loss, in just 2 weeks. 

I must admit that I'm starting to believe that this diet is more than just a gimmick.

Week Three:

After 3 weeks, all my doubts and skepticism had absolutely vanished! I am down, 2 full
dress sizes after losing another 3.5 lbs. And I still have a ton of energy. Quite often,
around the third week of other diets, you tend to run out of steam. But with the Cho
Yung and ProCleanse Gold diet my energy levels don't dip, instead they remain steady
throughout the day. I no longer need that cat nap around 3pm in the afternoon! I am
even noticing that my stomach is digesting food so much better. No bloating or
embarrassing gas after I eat.

Week Four:

After the fourth week, my final results were shocking. I lost an unbelievable 1 stone 4
pounds since starting the Cho Yung and ProCleanse Gold diet! Actually everyone at
Consumer Reports Daily is kicking themselves for not having volunteered to be the
guinea pig. Using the Cho Yung and ProCleanse Gold in week 4 I lost 4 more pounds.
The results are consistent! But to be honest, I really didn't have much more than that left
to lose. I am definately going to continue taking the Cho Yung afterwards because it has
so many antioxidants and vitamins that makes my skin look unbelievable. 

I couldn't be any happier with the results. 

I Lost 1 stone 4 pounds in 4 Weeks, No Special Diet, No Intense Exercise.

In conclusion, if you are a little doubtful about the effects of this diet, you need to try it for
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yourself; from our own test, the results are real. We at Consumer Reports Daily had our
doubts initially, but we were quickly turned into belivers. After conducting our own study, we
are pleased to see that people really are finding success with the diet. 

You can reach your weight loss goals with the Cho Yung and ProCleanse Gold
combo diet,

Helen Cohen

Click Here To Get A Free Trial Of Cho Yung  (Offer Expires On 12 December 2010) 
Click Here To Get A Free Trial Of ProCleanse Gold (Offer Expires On 12
December 2010) 

Using both products is highly recommended to get the results like mine, because one
product alone may not help you achieve your weight loss goal. 

Free trials are limited. Offers Expire On 12 December 2010 

Would you like to share a consumer tip for next week? If so, please send us an email.

Comments

DIANE 8:39 PM 8 December 2010

My friends and I have all been waiting for the cho yung diet to hit the news. At least 5 of us have all

done the cho yung + colon combo diet and we all lost a bunch of weight. This stuff truly is

incredible and has changed all of our lives. Good luck to everyone who takes advantage of this

wonderful opportunity.

MICHELLE 10:19 PM 8 December 2010

I saw this report on tv the other day and was amazed at the results. I am getting married next

month so the timing couldn't have been better!! thanks for the tip!

CARA 9:37 AM 9 December 2010

I have been procrastinating for 2 months now on losing weight and today is the day I am gonna

take action and get started. I've gone ahead and ordered the free trials and going to go do 30

minutes of exercising right now! Thanks Consumer Reports Daily for the motivation for get me

started! Love, Cara

MICHAEL 10:02 AM 9 December 2010

Hey, Helen, I saw the report on TV and realized the cho yung with ProCleanse Gold combo WORK

EVEN BETTER FOR MEN who want to lose weight!!! I am definitely going to try the trial offers

before they expire! Thanks for sharing the tips and you should mention how great this diet is for us

men too, don't forget it  next time. LOL!

LAURA 11:30 AM 9 December 2010

There is a big stir going on these days about cho yung.. I am seeing cho yung all over and definately

have to try it  out! Thanks for the links, cheers!

HAILEY 12:01 PM 9 December 2010

I'm just getting married too and could really help losing a few extra pounds, thanks!..

DORTHY 12:33 PM 9 December 2010

My daughter has had weight issues since she was a baby and the doctor says we really need to get

her on a diet so she can lose 9 stone. I really hope this is the answer. Thank you Consumer Reports

Daily.

JORDAN 1:03 PM 9 December 2010

How well does this stuff work for guys? I'd like to loose a few pounds so I look better with my shirt

off! I think i am gonna give this a try.
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RHIA 1:27 PM 9 December 2010

My husband and I both need to lose weight because we are going to be seeing family we haven't

seen in 25 years. We are both going to try this out,  thanks. The Higgins family

STEPHEN 3:26 PM 9 December 2010

I've been seeing Cho YUng diets all over. I even heard my mom talking about this diet a few days

ago since one of her friends has lost like 12 pounds in the first 15 days! I definately have to try this,

thanks.

ANNA 4:20 PM 9 December 2010

Yay! glad to see it's helped and that my story is getting out there! good luck!

DAVIS 6:05 PM 9 December 2010

This stuff is amazing! My best friend Jessica did the same diet and lost an incredible amount of

weight.. i couldn't believe it  and had to do some research on my own which is how I found this

news article. I can't believe they are offering free trials! I know Jessica spent something like �600

and was thrilled.. imagine how excited she would be if it  cost her under �10.00. This is a godsend,

thanks so much!!

DAMO 6:49 PM 9 December 2010

I've been struggling my whole life with my weight and I really hope this is the answer. I've gone

ahead and ordered the free trials and signed up to the gym aswell. I really hope to lose atleast 4

stone in a few months.

AMY 7:38 PM 9 December 2010

Hey Helen! i just ordered my free trials. I can't wait to get them!! Thanks, Amy xoxoxo

WANDA 8:45 PM 9 December 2010

A friend of mine did the Cho Yung diet and recommended it  to me 3 weeks ago. I ordered the

products and received them within 3 days (although I didnt get the discounted shipping). The

results have been incredible and I can't wait to see what weeks 3 and 4 bring.

NICOLE 9:15 PM 9 December 2010

It looks like the coupon codes are still  working! Get em while you can.

Post a Comment

 Name (required)

 E-mail (will not be published) (required)

 Website

 

We have to review all  comments submitted before they can be approved.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
*CAREFULLY READ AND AGREE TO PURCHASE TERMS BELOW BEFORE ORDERING
This webpage is an advertisement. This page is a fictious demonstration of what an individual who uses the advertised products could potentially experience.
The statements made on this website have not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration. The FDA only evaluates foods and drugs, not supplements like these
products. These products are not intended to diagnose, prevent, treat, or cure any disease.
I understand the statements regarding these products have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. I understand
the information on this Web site or in emails is designed for educational purposes only and is not intended to be a substitute for informed medical advice or care. I understand I should not use this information
to diagnose or treat any health problems or illnesses without consulting my doctor.
Not intended for use by persons under 18 years of age. Consult a physician before using this product if you have any medical condition including, but not limited to, strokes, high blood pressure, heart, liver,
kidney or thyroid disease, diabetes, anemia, depression, anxiety, other psychiatric conditions, a family history of these or other medical conditions, or if taking any prescription, OTC and/or other herbal
medications.
We are not affiliated in any way with CNN, WebTV, ABC, NBC, CBS, U.S. News or FOX. CNN, WebTV, Channel 44, ABC, NBC, CBS, U.S. News and FOX are all  registered trademarks of their respective
owners.  All  trademarks on this web site whether registered or not, are the property of their respective owners.  The authors of this web site are not sponsored by or affiliated with any of the third-party trade
mark or third-party registered trade mark owners,  and make no representations about them, their owners,  their products or services.
All  celebrity images were found on and obtained from public websites and are believed to be in public domain. Images posted are believed to be posted within our rights in accordance with the U.S. Copyright
Fair Use Act (title 17, U.S. Code.). If you are the rightful  owner and copyright holder of any celebrity content, please contact us and the infringing material, if any, will be removed as soon as possible.
Celebrities neither endorse nor sponsor any of the products and/or services.
S&H charges do apply. Terms and conditions: Results will vary by person, and the special offers may only be available for a limited time. Some of the products described on this site have terms regarding
continued billing after the trial period ends. This is referred to as negative option, or continuity billing. Therefore, it is important to ensure that you are fully aware of the terms associated with each product
before you order. To make this easier for you, we have included links to the billing terms for each of the products. For the Cho Yung terms click here or see below. For the Colon Cleanse terms click here or
see below.
Excerpt from Cho Yung Trial Terms & Conditions
We are so confident that you will love our Cho Yung product that we are not only going to give you a 15 DAY RISK-FREE TRIAL, but also ship you a FULL MONTH'S SUPPLY of the product. You'll  have 15
days from the date of order to evaluate the product and see the results for yourself. If you enjoy our product, simply do nothing. You will be charged the super low price of GBP 69 at the end of your 15-day
trial period... a 21% savings off the regular retail price! If, for ANY reason, you decide that Cho Yung is not for you, simply call  toll free 080 8238 9891, or (+44) 2031399027 outside of the UK. You will NEVER
be charged. Unless you call  to cancel, you'll continue to get a fresh one-month supply of Cho Yung every 30 days for the low price of GBP 69 (GBP 0 95 shipping and handling). There are no obligations. VAT
included. Cancel anytime.
Excerpt from Colon Cleanse terms & Conditions
We are so confident that you will love our Life Cleanse product that we are not only going to give you a 15 DAY RISK-FREE TRIAL, but also ship you a FULL MONTH'S SUPPLY of the product. You'll  have
15 days from the date of order to evaluate the product and see the results for yourself. If you enjoy our product, simply do nothing. You will be charged the super low price of GBP 69 at the end of your 15-day
trial period... a 21% savings off the regular retail price! If, for ANY reason, you decide that Life Cleanse is not for you, simply call  toll free 080 8238 9891, or (+44) 2031399027 outside of the UK. You will
NEVER be charged. Unless you call  to cancel, you'll continue to get a fresh one-month supply of Life Cleanse every 30 days for the low price of GBP 69 (+GBP 4 shipping and handling). There are no
obligations. VAT included. Cancel anytime.
THE STORY DEPICTED ON THIS SITE AND THE PERSON DEPICTED N THE STORY ARE NOT REAL.  RATHER, THIS STORY IS BASED ON THE RESULTS THAT SOME PEOPLE WHO HAVE USED
THESE PRODUCTS HAVE ACH EVED.  THE RESULTS PORTRAYED IN THE STORY AND N THE COMMENTS ARE LLUSTRATIVE, AND MAY NOT BE THE RESULTS THAT YOU ACH EVE WITH
THESE PRODUCTS.  THIS PAGE RECEIVES COMPENSATION FOR CLICKS ON OR PURCHASE OF PRODUCTS FEATURED ON THIS SITE.
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Also try:  Weight Loss  Help Losing Weight  Loosing Weight  Losing Weight After Pregnancy  Weight Loss
Program

Web Results for "weight loss"

Sorry we couldn't find the offer you were looking for.
Please try one of the offers below.

Weight Loss  Help Losing Weight  Loosing Weight  Losing Weight After Pregnancy  Weight Loss Program  
Tips Losing Weight  Losing Weight Fast  Losing Weight Quickly  

Losing Weight Quickly  Foods

 

Special K Challengeâ„¢
Lose weight with a customized plan. Learn about the free tool!
www.SpecialK.com/Weight-Loss

"Racheal Ray Lost 43lbs"
She followed these 2 weight loss rules and lost 43lbs in just 2 months
OnlineHealthNews.com

How To Lose Weight Fast?
2010's Top 5 Diet Pills Revealed! Guaranteed Weight Loss Or $$ Back
WeightLossPills.net/Lose-Weight

Top 5 Ways To Lose Weight
2010's Top 5 Ways To Lose Weight. Guaranteed To Lose 12 lbs In 7 Days.
ConsumerPriceWatch.net/Lose-Weight

SENSA Weight Loss Program
Average Weight Loss of 30+lbs in 6 Months. Try it Free For 30 Days
www.TrySensa.com

5 Best Weight Loss Pills
Top Weight-Loss Pills Reviewed - See Which Diet Pill Ranked #1
www.ConsumerDietRatings.org

weight loss
Visit the ExtraÂ® Gum Official Site. Get Weight Loss Tips & Advice!
Extra3pmSnackdown.com

Belly Fat Diet
Lose 7 Lbs A Week Guaranteed With This New Belly Fat Diet.
FoodFit.com

5 Ways To Lose Weight
The Most Popular Weight Loss Aids Revealed! Lose 5 To 10 lbs In 7 Days
WeightLossResearch.net/Lose-Weight

Acai Berry WARNING
Dont Try Acai Berry Before Reading This Shocking Report!
BreakingNewsAt6.com

Sponsored Results Related Searches

Weight Loss

Help Losing Weight

Loosing Weight

Losing Weight After Pregnancy

Weight Loss Program

Tips Losing Weight

Losing Weight Fast

Losing Weight Quickly

Foods

Losing Weight After Baby

Losing Weight During Pregnancy

Fitness

Health and Fitness

Lose Weight

Weight Loss Product
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First Name

Last Name

Country  

Street Address

City

State/Province

Zip/Postal Code

E-mail

Telephone

"Colon Cleansing helps to tonify the bowel to
help produce a better elimination practice for
the body  It's great as a part of an overall
wellness program " ~ CNN com

"Colon Cleanse can "detoxify" the body from
the effects of red meat, sugar, fried foods or
alcohol and can be used in weight loss" ~
USAToday com

A 2009 Double Blind study by
Global Clinicals indicated that
Digestit Colon Cleanse relieved
constipation safely. Data
demonstrates that Digestit was well-
tolerated and safe, shown by normal
ranging physiological and clinical
chemistry parameters across both
age groups at 14 days.

Personal Trainers everywhere recommend the benefits of
colon cleansing to their clients  Not only does it help jump

start a weight loss program, but the additional benefits from
detoxifying your body can help increase your energy to help
you better master your exercise program and get in the best
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shape of your life!

Aging, dieting, stress, travel, and certain medications can
disrupt the natural balance of our digestive system

Probiotics are “friendly” bacteria that promote a healthy
digestive flora, to support healthy digestion  In fact, the word

“probiotic” means “for life”

Digestit contains 9 billion live probiotic cells, more than 5
times the live active cultures typically found in yogurt, but

without the sugar and calories

Probiotics aid in human digestion result in a boost of your
immune system, making this a very important part of your

diet

Parasites feed on humans, and your body may house more than you know  The
US alone contains widespread parasites across the nation

Since using your product, I no longer have constipation issues, and I feel
so much healthier! All I have to say is that your Digestit product has
made me feel more confident and happy about myself  Thanks for
creating this great product
— Terresa, New York

I just wanted to say thank you for your great customer service  I made a
mistake on my shipping addres and your 24/7 online customer service
department resent my shipment the very next day  I can’t wait to get started
— Nick, Nebraska

Thanks to your amazing colon cleansing product I no longer have a
problem with my bowels  Also, your weight loss program and diet
tips have changed my life  I feel so much more confident now
Thank you so much, you guys are great
— Royaume-Unis

I’m walking and talking Digestit to everybody and anybody that
will listen! Nothing would give me greater pleasure than to get out
there and tell the entire world just how wonderful Digestit really is
I still  don’t believe it! All these stressful years of bowel problems
have come to an end in just a few short days  I have basically
eliminated the worst part of my life  Thanks a million!
— Daniel, San Diego

What a wonderful product Digestit is! I was just miserable until  I
happened to come across your product  I had already tried other
products without any results  I figured i didn’t have a thing to lose
by trying Digestit as a last resort  In just one day I felt like a
different person  I am now taking Digestit for a month and never felt
better! I have recommended your products to my friends and family

— Tabitha, Los Angeles
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Home | DigestIt Colon Cleanse Ingredients | Contact Us | ORDER NOW

Digest It Copyright 1996 - 2010

Terms, Legal & Herbal Safety Guidelines | Privacy Policy

Digestit is not affiliated in any way with CNN, ABC, NBC, MSN and National Geographic. CNN, ABC, NBC, MSN and National Geographic
are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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Johanna investigates
"Surplus" auctions, like
SwipeAuctions, to find

out if this system really
works.

Surplus Auctions Exposed: 95% Off Retail Possible?
As part of a new series: "How to Save Big Bucks when Shopping Online"

Surplus auction websites are a new
phenomenon that is quickly spreading through
North America and Europe (like you have
probably already seen). They are all over the
internet in blogs and success stories of people
who have apparently bought expensive items at
very little cost. Here at The Memphis Gazette
we were very skeptical of whether or not these
surplus auction sites were real. We decided to
put them to the test. What better way to find
the truth than to conduct our own study?

I wanted to buy a new HDTV, so I was put in
charge of the test.

First, I did a ton of research on the subject to
find out which surplus auction site was the most trustworthy and
ultimately would be best suited for my test. After hours and hours of
research I came to the conclusion that SwipeAuctions was best
because of its wide variety of products and great reputation. The way
these auction sites supposedly work is that you buy bids to bid against
others in auctions. If you win, you get to purchase the item at a
reduced price. SwipeAuctions had a new promotion, for a
limited time, they are giving out 100 bonus bids on signup. This
created an ideal situation for me, giving me the bids necessary to
thoroughly test the site. This promotion is to help spread the word
about shopping with SwipeAuctions and show people how much they
can save with surplus auctions.

Wondering How SwipeAuctions Can Provide Such Deals?

SwipeAuctions gets their items from warehouse closeouts, surplus
auctions, and liquidation clearance auctions. This is how they can
offer such low prices in comparison to retail outlets.

What Do They Put Up For Auction?

I've seen everything from cars to phones, computers, laptops, TVs,
cameras, stereo equipment and pretty much anything you can
think of.

tryagain2 Won a $16,356 Honda Civic Coupe
On SwipeAuctions for $1,732!

Hot Deals and Shopping Trends writer
Johanna of The Memphis Gazette team
recently put SwipeAuctions to the test and the
results were very surprising.

She saved $2,112 Off Retail

SwipeAuctions beat all of our initial
skepticism. People now can really get 95% off
retail, which is quite amazing to say the least.

Step 1:

Click this link to go to SwipeAuctions and
sign up to get your bids using the promo
below. SwipeAuctions has agreed to keep the
promo active a little longer for our readers.
Get it while you can!

Use promo "swipe100ex " to get 100 bonus
bids on signup!

Promo Code Expires: Saturday, December 11,
2010

Step 2:

Search the auctions until you find an item
that appeals to you.

Step 3:

Start placing your bids.

Step 4:

When you win the auction, you'll be taken to
the checkout where you can buy your item at
a deep discount!

Weather

December 10, 2010

 
» RELATED VIDEOS

Police Auctions A
Steal?

it's cheap, it's fast and it's
built to last. Are used police

cars a steal?

California Garage Sale

The state of California is
getting in on the act with
what might be the mother

of all garage sales.

Bid4Assets News: U.S.
Marshals Auction in
Arlington, TX CBS

Federal auction for a
massive, over 22,000

square foot home that was
forfeited to the U.S.
Marshals Service

» ADVERTISEMENTS
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Putting SwipeAuctions to the Test

After going through a simple registration process on SwipeAuctions, I
got my bids and began to try and win items listed up for auction.
Before registering, I was still a little confused about the whole process
- but after registering everything became clear.

I began to bid on the item I was after, a 42" Panasonic LCD TV.
Surprisingly, I won after a very short period of bidding. It cost me
only $67.50 total for a $899 HDTV!

To make sure this wasn't a fluke, I decided to try again to see if I
could win another item - again, to my surprise I won yet again - this
time the savings were bigger! I ended up spending $163 for a $1,199
MacBook Pro. Very impressive, and I don't think stores can match
such deals!

Shipping - after I won the products and paid for them - I received the
items in only a few days. Within a short period I had my items in
hand. Simply amazing.

My Full Experience With SwipeAuctions*

Week One

Research on the surplus Auction system and how it works, and how you
could legitimately get 95% off retail prices. You buy bids to bid against
others in auctions. If you win, you get to purchase the item at a reduced
price. I saw there were many users who won multiple auctions and knew
with the right strategy that could be me.

Week Two

After finding that SwipeAuctions was the most legitimate surplus auction
site around, I decided to register with the promo code and claim my 100
bonus bids. I messed up on my first try, and didn't win the auction, but it
didn't cost me much, so I continued to try to really find out if this system
works.

I developed my system. I started to look for an auction that didn't have a
lot of bidders. Typically these were the auctions taking place between 2am-
5am EST.

Week Three

After some trial and error, I was able to win my first auction. After that, I
decided I'd try again and see if it was possible to win more than once in a
row. This possibility became a reality, and I won my second auction. After
this, my bids were mostly spent, however I was VERY EXCITED to see my
cheap items being shipped!

Week Four

I received my items, and they were in mint condition. Packaging was very
good. I will never use a regular auction site again! I still can't believe I
received these items for such a discounted price!

I couldn‘t be any happier with the results.

 

Weather Forecast | Weather Maps | Weather Radar
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Diane says: 11:33 AM December 09, 2010

Michelle says: 11:50 AM December 09, 2010

Jen says: 1:54 PM December 09, 2010

Comments* (10 out of 1,777)

Read Responses For: " How to Save Big Bucks when Shopping Online" - Johanna Report

My friends and I have all been waiting for the surplus auction sites to hit the news. Atleast 5 of us have
all used surplus auction sites (getting items for $15 that would have been costing us upwards of $300+)
and we all received tons of stuff. This stuff truley is incredible and has changed all of our lives. Good
luck to everyone who takes advantage of this wonderful opportunity

I saw this report on tv the other day and was amazed at the results. I am getting married next month so
the timing couldn't have been better!! thanks for the tip!

I've gone ahead and signed up, got some bids, can't wait to see what happends.

 
 
A Step-By-Step Guide To SwipeAuctions

Now that you know SwipeAuctions can offer real savings, you may be
wondering how exactly it works. Don't worry – we'll tell you
everything you need to know! Here is our step-by-step guide to get
you started:

Step 1:

Register as a user at SwipeAuctions and get your bids.

Use promo "swipe100ex " to get 100 bonus bids on signup!

Promo Code Expires: Saturday, December 11, 2010

Step 2:

Search the auctions until you find an item that appeals to you.

Step 3:

Start placing your bids.

Step 4:

When you win the auction, you'll be taken to the checkout where you
can buy your item at a deep discount!

It's really that easy!

 

Conclusion

Overall, I had a very positive experience with SwipeAuctions, which
was very surprising to me. What once seemed impossible has now
turned into a reality, a possibility to get 95% off retail! Everyone at
The Memphis Gazette now uses SwipeAuctions for all their shopping
needs.

 

P.S. SwipeAuctions has agreed to keep the promo active for our
readers for a short while longer. Get in on it while you can!

›› Start Here: SwipeAuctions Official Site
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Stephen says: 4:24 PM December 09, 2010

Johanna says: 6:16 PM December 09, 2010

Davis says: 8:05 PM December 09, 2010

Damo says: 09:15 PM December 09, 2010

Amy says: 11:38 PM December 09, 2010

Wanda says: 12:45 AM December 10, 2010

I've been seeing surplus auctions all over. I even heard my mom talking about this a few days ago since
one of her friends has gotten tons of stuff for barely anything! I definately have to try this, thanks.

Yay! glad to see it's helped and that my story is getting out there! good luck!

This stuff is amazing! My best friend Jessica did the surplus auctions and got an incredible amount of
electronics.. i couldn't believe it  and had to do some research on my own which is how I found this
news article. I can't believe they are offering this stuff so cheap! I know Jessica spent something like
$600 on the ipad and was thrilled.. imagine how excited she would be if it  cost her under $10.00. This
is a godsend, thanks so much!!

I've been struggling my whole life with just getting by and I really hope this is the answer to saving
money. I've gone ahead and signed up.I really hope to save atleast $5,000 before the end of the year.

Hey Johanna, I just signed up. I won an auction almost immediately, thanks for the tip!

A friend of mine did the surplus auction sites and recommended it  to me 3 weeks ago. I signed up and
won a few itesms, and received them within 3 days . The results have been incredible and I can't wait to
see what I can win in the future!

Leave A Reply

Comments have been closed due to spam. Please check back later.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS CAREFULLY READ AND AGREE TO PURCHASE TERMS BELOW BEFORE ORDERING:

We are not affiliated in any way with CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, CBS, U.S. News or FOX. CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, CBS, U.S. News, FOX, and Consumer Reports are all  registered
trademarks of their respective owners.  ® All  trademarks on this web site whether registered or not, are the property of their respective owners.  The authors of this web site are not sponsored by or affiliated with any of
the third-party trade mark or third-party registered trade mark owners,  and make no representations about them, their owners,  their products or services.

*It is important to note that this site and the comments/answers depicted above is to be used as an illustrative example of what some individuals have achieved with this/these products. This website, and any page on
the website, is based loosely off a true story, but has been modified in multiple ways including, but not limited to: the story, the photos, and the comments. Thus, this page, and any page on this website, are not to be
taken literally or as a non-fiction story. This page, and the results mentioned on this page, although achievable for some, are not to be construed as the results that you may achieve on the same routine. I
UNDERSTAND THIS WEBSITE IS ONLY ILLUSTRATIVE OF WHAT CAN BE ACHIEVABLE FROM USING THIS/THESE PRODUCTS, AND THAT THE STORY/COMMENTS DEPICTED ABOVE IS NOT
NECESSAR LY THE RESULTS I WILL HAVE. this site.

Please carefully read SwipeAuctions terms and conditions before you register.

THIS PAGE RECEIVES COMPENSATION FOR CLICKS ON OR PURCHASE OF PRODUCTS FEATURES ON THIS SITE.

© MemphisGazette.com All  Rights Reserved.
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Advertorial

SwipeAuctions Makes
Cents
"SwipeAuctions users all over the
nation are saving hundreds of
dollars while shopping online..." This site is not affiliated with any newspaper publication.

Ebay losing users fast
"Former Ebay users are turning to
SwipeAuctions for much bigger
savings..."

Penny Auction Website SwipeAuctions.com Saves Consumers
up to 95% OFF Retail Prices
As part of a new series: "Ways to Save Money During the Recession" we examine consumer tips for getting what they need during a recession for less!

Amy Conner
investigates the the
recent hype over
SwipeAuctions.com.

Have you ever heard of "Penny Auctions"? If you haven't, but you're the type always looking
for bargains and amazing deals, then you're in luck! Penny auctions are a new auc ion model
that are rapidly becoming very popular in the US and Europe. Penny auctions allow
individuals to do just what it implies, win popular products for pennies on the dollar. Leading
the way in this new auction model is SwipeAuctions.com, a California based company.
SwipeAuctions auc ions off brand new popular products such as iPads, Macbooks,
HDTVs, Digital Cameras, Gaming Consoles, and even Cars for steep discounts of 75%, 80%,
or even 85% off retail price.

Sounds too good to be true right? Surprisingly, it's not. See, SwipeAuctions isn't run like
your typical auction. Along with people snagging great deals at a fraction of the product's cost
is the fact that users pay to participate in these auctions. Each bid placed on
SwipeAuctions costs users $0.50. By collecting $0.50 for each bid placed,
SwipeAuctions is able to afford giving away products on the cheap such as Macbooks for
$23.72, Nikon Digital Cameras for $57.42 and even a 2010 Honda Civic LX for $1,732.09!

Why SwipeAuctions is Becoming So Popular so Quickly

"In a poor economy, it's no surprise why Americans are out to get a great deal, and users of the website are winning
products that they wouldn't normally be able to afford. SwipeAuctions popularity seems to be growing by the day. This
is mostly due to SwipeAuctions users recommending this site to friends, colleagues, and loved ones to win great
deals, " says SwipeAuctions' CEO.

UPDATE: Use Coupon Code "SWIPE100EX" to receive 100 Free Bids When you Sign
Up! EXPIRES: Thursday, September 16th, 2010

We took the time to talk with a few of SwipeAuctions customers to see exactly what their thoughts are on this new
and trendy auction model. One SwipeAuctions customer, Samantha Warren, had this to say about SwipeAuctions
and winning one of heir auctions:

Samantha Warren from Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Won this 2010 Honda Civic for just $1,732.09

"As I was bidding, my roommate was asking me how the auction was going. At that
moment, gazing at he screen, I watched as the timer read, "3... 2... 1...SOLD!" and I
won this 2010 Honda Civic for $1,732.09! Answering her ques ion, I freaked out and
started dancing on the couch to celebrate. I won't be asking her for rides anymore. I
love using SwipeAuctions...it's kind of awesome!" - Saman ha W. 

How Does SwipeAuctions Work?

SwipeAuctions works by utilizing their state of the art "Penny Auction" model.
Users pay just $0.50 to place a bid in an auction. Each time a user bids, time is
added to the clock so that other users may decide whether they would like to
continue bidding or not. If you are the last person to bid when the clock runs out,
you win!

What this revolutionary auction model offers, that no other website has, are the
huge savings! Users save an average of 75% off retail when using
SwipeAuctions! Users have been able to snag amazing deals, such as an
Apple Macbook Pro for $23.90, a Nikon D90 Camera for $45.84, and Sony
Playstation 3 for $12.32!

But what puts SwipeAuctions.com head and shoulders above the rest? Their
"Buy It Now" option! If users participate in an auction that hey do not win, they
may choose to use the "Buy It Now" option so that all of the bids that they spent
can go towards buying he item at regular retail price! That's why
SwipeAuctions has become so popular. There's no reason not use to it to
save!

"Penny Auctions like SwipeAuctions are a
new breed of shopping sites that are saving
consumers 95% off retail price!"

UPDATE: Use Coupon Code:
"SWIPE100EX" to Receive 100 Bonus
Bids When you Sign Up! 
(EXPIRES: Thursday, September 16th,
2010)

Step-By-Step Guide

Now that you know SwipeAuctions can offer
real savings, you may be wondering how exactly
it works. Don't worry - we'll tell you everything you
need to know! Remember, it's not a regular
auction site. You have to pay money for your
bids, so use them wisely. Here is our step-by-step
guide to get you started:

Step 1:

Click here to register as a user and purchase a
package of bids.

Step 2:
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"SwipeAuctions isn't your typical auction website. Where eBay users can usually save 5-15% off retail through their
online auctions, we save our users an amazing 75-80% on average! The catch is, every ime a user bids, it costs hem
$0.50. This allows us to be able to sell popular products like Digital Cameras, HDTVs, Laptops, and more for pennies
on the dollar." - SwipeAuctions CEO

The End of Shopping Around?

There is no longer a need to spend several hours online looking to see where the best deal is. The answer is simple. It's
on SwipeAuctions! Whereas scouring the internet for to save an extra 5% works for some people, why waste your time
when you could save 75%! SwipeAuctions is so much more than economical. It's entertaining too! Their users rave
about the rush they get when bidding in a highly competitive auction! And with the potential to save as much as people do
on SwipeAuctions.com, you can see why!

If you are a frugal spender who wants to save some serious cash, then you will be pleased with SwipeAuctions. We
see SwipeAuctions as a monumental step towards bringing users savings of which they've only dreamed! And in this type
of economy, the average American can't afford not to use any means necessary to save as much as possible.

An In-depth Explanation of How SwipeAuctions Works

As we already mentioned, SwipeAuctions.com isn't your typical auction site. Users, on average, save 75-80% off
retail for brand new products they win, but pay $0.50 for each bid they place. The process of participating in
SwipeAuctions auctions is fairly straight forward. We've outlined it below:

1. Register and Purchase buds by buying a bid pack.
2. Choose which auction you want to participate in.
3. Bid on the product you want to win and save!

But if you're like me, you're probably wondering, "What if I spend money on bids, but don't win the auction?" Seems like
you could lose money in pursuit of a great deal, but end up with nothing right? Not exactly...

SwipeAuctions "BUY IT NOW" Feature!

One of SwipeAuctions best features is their "Buy it Now". The SwipeAuctions "Buy it Now" allows users to apply
the money they spent bidding on a product towards the "Buy it Now" price if they don't win. For example, let's say a user
bids 50 times on a $50 Best Buy gift card, but doesn't win the auction. That user spent $30 on bids placed (50 bids x
$0.50/bid). To exercise the "Buy It Now" option, the user would subtract he $30 spent on bids for the item from its $50
value price, paying the $20 difference. That way, even though hey didn't win, all bids placed on the SwipeAuctions
auction count as credit towards buying the product.

If you're looking for a deal, SwipeAuctions and other penny auction websites, are hands down the best way to snag
some amazing bargains these days.

So They Offered Us a "Special" for OUR READERS ONLY!

After we interviewed SwipeAuctions.com, the marketing department was more than happy to provide a special offer just
for this publication.

Use this coupon code: "SWIPE100EX" to Receive 100 Bonus Bids When you Sign
Up!
EXPIRES: Thursday, September 16th, 2010.

Link to Main Website: Click Here To Try SwipeAuctions

Recent SwipeAuctions Auction Winners!

Linda from Montreal, Quebec Won this Wii Sport
Family Bundle for just $1.89!

"I couldn't believe my luck! I won the Family Bundle Wii Sport set on my bir hday! I bidded
for less than 2 dollars! OMG! What a nice surprise! Thank you so much!!" - Linda J. 

Charles from Indiana Won this MacBook Pro for
just $12.56!

"I won my MacBook for $12.56. I started bidding, was patient and paid attention to how
the other bidders were bidding, I received it within two weeks of my order date." - Charles
B. 

Search he auctions until  you find one that
appeals to you.

Step 3:

Start placing bids on that item.

Step 4:

When you win the auction at SwipeAuctions,
you'll be taken to the checkout where you can
purchase your product at up to 95% off retail.

It's really hat easy - and you'll find that over time,
the bids more than pay for hemselves!

Sign up at SwipeAuctions Now!

Customer Reviews!

Click Here To Get Started with
SwipeAuctions
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Copyright © All  Rights Reserved.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

We are not affiliated in  any way with  CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, MSNBC, USA Today, BBC, 60 Minutes,  CBS,  U.S. News or  FOX. CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, MSNBC, USA Today, BBC, 60
Minutes,  CBS,  U.S. News and FOX are all  registered trademarks of their respective owners. All  trademarks on this  web site  whether  registered or  not,  are the property  of their respective owners. The authors of this  web site  are
not sponsored by or  affiliated with  any of the third-party  trade mark or  third-party  registered trade mark owners, and make no representations about them, their owners, their products or  services.

These Terms of Use (hereinafter, the "Agreement") constitute a  legally binding agreement  by and between SwipeAuctions.com (hereinafter, "SwipeAuctions") and You ("You" or  "Your") concerning Your  use of SwipeAuctions' website
(the "Website") and the services available through the Website (the "Services"). By using the Website,  You represent  and warrant  that  You have read and understood, and agree to be bound by,  the Agreement  and SwipeAuctions'
Privacy Policy  (the "Privacy Policy"), which is incorporated herein by reference and made part of this  Agreement. IF YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND THIS AGREEMENT, OR DO NOT AGREE TO BE BOUND BY IT OR THE PRIVACY
POLICY, YOU MUST IMMEDIATELY LEAVE THE WEBSITE AND CEASE USING THE SERVICES. BY USING THE WEBSITE OR SERVICES, YOU REPRESENT AND WARRANT THAT YOU ARE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OLD, A
LEGAL RESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, UNITED KINGDOM, AUSTRALIA OR NEW ZEALAND, AND ARE OTHERWISE LEGALLY QUALIFIED TO ENTER INTO AND FORM CONTRACTS UNDER APPLICABLE
LAW. Persons in  any of the following categories are not eligible  to participate in  any auction or  purchase products made available through the Website and Services:  (a) Employees,  officers, directors,  agents and representatives of
SwipeAuctions.com and their parent companies,  affiliates and subsidiaries;  and (b) immediate family members (defined as parents, children,  siblings, spouse or  domestic  partner,  regardless of where they reside) and/or those living in
the same household as any person in  (a) above.  This  Agreement  is void where prohibited.

Additional terms and conditions may apply to the use of Services or  purchase Products and to specific  portions or  features of the Website,  including contests,  promotions or  other similar features,  all  of which terms are made a part
of these Terms of Use by this  reference. You agree to abide by such other terms and conditions,  including where applicable representing that  you are of sufficient legal  age to use or  participate in  such Service or  feature. If  there is
a conflict  between these Terms of Use and the terms posted for or  applicable to a  specific  portion of the Website or  for any service offered on or  through the Website,  the latter  terms shall control  with  respect to your use of that
portion of the Website or  the specific  Service.

All  trademarks on this  site  whether  registered or  not are the property  of their owners. The authors of this  site  are not sponsored or  affiliated with  any of the 3rd party  trademark or  owners and make no representation about them,
their owners, products or  services.

*Stock photography used in  article.

Judy from Maryland Won this Cannon Rebel for
just $68.77!

"I received my wonderful, Cannon Rebel today, it is so very nice! I am so excited and ready
to use it! Thank you SwipeAuctions, you offer quality products for real people to win!" -
Judy D. 

Jeff from Cincinnati, OH Won these Alienware
Laptops for just $30.00 each!

"I won an Alienware laptop for less than $30. I thought "Wow, that was easy?" so I tried
the same strategy he next night, and got lucky again as I won a second Alienware laptop
in less than 24 hours." - Jeff R. 

So They Offered Us a "Special" for OUR READERS ONLY!

After we interviewed SwipeAuctions.com, the marketing department was more than happy to provide a special offer just
for this publication.

Use this coupon code: "SWIPE100EX" to Receive 100 Bonus Bids When you Sign
Up!
EXPIRES: Thursday, September 16th, 2010.

Link to Main Website: Click Here To Try SwipeAuctions

Here's How to Try
SwipeAuctions

Click Here To Get Started with
SwipeAuctions

UPDATE: Use Coupon Code:
"SWIPE100EX" to Receive 100 Bonus
Bids When you Sign Up! 
(EXPIRES: Thursday, September 16th,
2010))
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